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DK's beloved bestselling series gets a fresh new look! With a sparkling new look, these bestselling

DK classics are sure to become classics for a whole new generation of young readers. Babies and

toddlers will be drawn to the captivating, tactile pages, and will want to touch, feel, and explore

every one.
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This book is great for infants. My son at ten months loves to pet the puppy's fur on the first page.

This book tells kids all about puppys. The puppys in the book tell kids that they like to have their

tummy rubbed and they do not like to have their ears pulled and much much more!!!

Although I am a fan of DK Publishing books, this one was not a hit with myself or my toddler. She

loves dogs so I thought this book would be right up her alley. The book is small to begin with but the

actual touch and feel sections are TINY. One page is just a dog's black nose and my toddler can't

even see the fabric part to feel because it's so small. If this book came in a larger size we would like

it much more. As it is, I wouldn't recommend it.



This is our baby's first touch & feel book. We chose this one because he is obsessed with dogs (we

have three and so does grandpa) He loves to pet the dogs but unfortunately he hasn't got the whole

petting thing down yet so it's more of punch and pull. While our dogs don't mind we don't like to

chance it so we thought what better way to let him practice petting than using this book?He loves

looking at the photos which are filled with bright colors and actual photos of dogs, not cartoons,

which is what we wanted. Each touch & feel option is great.

This series of board books are fantastic.I started collecting these for my daughter after she was

given one at 6 months as she loved them so much. The book is simple and easy to read with

wonderful real photography (not illustrations)and textures on each page that relate to the text on the

page.It's a great book to get your baby involved in the reading process, to learn what you are saying

also means a texture they can actually touch. It's also a book that baby can read alone with easy to

turn pages and endless fascination with the different textures.A wonderful book to get your children

learning, thinking and enjoying books. You can never have too many books to read with your

children.

My baby loves puppies and touch n feel books, so I had to get this book. She likes this one, but isn't

one of the first she goes for. The touch n feel parts are all various fabrics. I wish there was more

variety, like a rubbery ball, or wet/sticky noses. The parts to feel are also small areas so it is a little

more difficult to guide younger babies to the textured part. However, the binding on this book seems

more sturdy than another dk book that I have. Overall, it is a fun book, just not as fun as some other

touch n feel books we have that have more variety in textures (try fuzzy, fuzzy, fuzzy by Sandra

Boynton, or Usborne That's not my... books).

My son loves these books, well he is 6 months old so he loves everything. I love these books

because they're short and sweet and have fun textures and nice images for the kids to enjoy. Nice

sensory book, we have several for our son.

My toddler loves any Touch and Feel book-he got his first for Easter last year and I think there's

only 4 or 5 we don't have yet. They're sturdy and a great size for toddlers to read, we even throw a

couple in the diaper bag when we're out. They're short enough to keep a toddler's attention and

filled with bright photographs of familiar things and simple, easy to read concepts. Although as some

people have mentioned on this or other books reviewed, they do have some repititous textures and



ideas, but I think that most toddlers won't care about that-mine doesn't anyway-he loves them.He

loves "doggies" in general, so really enjoys this one a lot. He really likes the fluffy tummy, silky ear,

and leathery noses, but enjoys the whole book. He loves any of them with animals, but this Puppy

one is a favorite. I'd recommend this or most any other of the Touch and Feel series, especially if

your toddler loves this kind of hands on reading experience like mine does!

I liked this book, ordered it for a 1 year old and he liked to feel the furry and fuzzy touch parts in the

book. The only thing, I wish the little books were a bit longer, more to them, they are just a few

pages for the price.
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